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The facial structure of the generalized state space of a C*-algebra A is 
investigated. The norm closed and w*-closed faces are characterized in terms of 
projections i  A** @ M,. Matricially convex faces are introduced and shown to 
correspond tothe faces of the state space of A. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A linear map 4 between C*-algebras A and B is said to be completely 
positive if the associated maps 
#@Z,:A@M,+B@M,,,, m> 1, 
are all positive. This notion was introduced by Stinespring  [8] where a 
powerful representation theorem for such maps was obtained. More recently, 
completely positive maps have played acentral role in the study of classifi- 
cations ofC*-algebras. 
In this paper the geometric structure of the generalized state spaces S, is 
investigated, where S, = {$: $: A -+ M, is completely positive, d(e) = I,}. 
These spaces constitute a natural generalization of the state space of a C*- 
algebra nd, as such, exhibit some of their geometric characteristics. 
However, in general S,is not the state space of a C*-algebra and this fact 
presents some difficulties. 
The facial structure of the state space of a C*-algebra was described by 
Effros [3] and Prosser [6]. Characterizations of thenorm closed faces were 
found in terms of the zero sets of projections in A**, and the w*-closed faces 
correspond tothe lower semi-continuous projections. I  fact, this econd 
type of face may also be described asthe annihilator, in the state space, of 
the positive part of a closed left ideal in A. It is shown in this paper how 
these results can be modified tofit he general situation. 
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It is established in Section 2 that norm closed faces of S, correspond to 
norm closed faces of the state space SAOM. of A @M, which in turn 
correspond to projections n A * *@ M,. If in addition theface is w*-closed, 
then the corresponding projection may be chosen to be lower semi- 
continuous. It hould be mentioned that in the general case, different projec- 
tions may give rise to the same face of S, in sharp contrast to he case n= 1. 
In Section 3,aone-to-one correspondance is given between the matricially 
convex faces ofS, and the faces ofS, . In particular, this esult suggests that 
there are “more” faces in S,, n > 2, than projections n A**. The paper 
concludes with Section 4 where, among other things, a decomposition of a 
linear map into a linear combination of four completely positive maps is 
derived. Therelationship between matrix ranges and numerical ranges of 
tensor p oducts, first investigated in [7,Corollary 3.31, isclarified. 
The results ofthis paper depend on the identification of completely 
positive maps on a C*-algebra A with positive linear functionals on A @ M,. 
Let r, ..., r, be the canonical b sis for C”. For a completely positive map
9: A -+ M, define 0,E (A @ M,)* by 
for all nx n matrices [aij] with entries from A. Let CP(A, M,) denote he 
cone of completely positive maps from A into M, and let S, denote he state 
space of a C*-algebra B. The following theorem was proved in [7]. 
THEOREM 1.1. The map 4 + Bm defines an aflne correspondence b tw en 
CP(A, M,) and (A @ M,)* ’ which carries S,into S,,,,Wn. Moreover this 
map is a topological somorphism n either the norm or the w*-topology. 
In light of this theorem no distinction w llbe made between 4 and 6, 
except toindicate wh ther, at agiven moment, 4 is regarded as acompletely 
positive mapor as a linear functional on A @ M,. In particular S, will be 
viewed as a convex subset ofS,,,“. 
2. FACIAL STRUCTURE OF S, 
It was established independently by Effros [3] and Prosser [6] that, for a
given C*-algebra A, there xists a one-to-one correspondence between 
projections n A** and norm closed faces in the state space Si. For a given 
projection p E A** the associated face is (4 E S, : 4(p) = 0). Part of this 
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result can be immediately generalized to S,. Given a projection 
p E A ** @ M, it is simple toshow that 
1# E s, : @o(P) = 01 
is a norm closed face of S,. However it is far from clear that every norm 
closed face arises inthis way. This will only be established after the 
relationship between S,and the state space of A @ M, has been investigated. 
First consider a completely positive unital map 4 E S,. By Stinespring’s 
theorem [8 ]4 may be represented as V*nV where Vis an isometry from C” 
into aHilbert space H and 71 is a representation of A into B(H). The maps V 
and 71 are not unique but may be chosen in a canonical f shion, i  the sense 
that H is the closed linear span of n(A) IX” [ 11. A map 4 E S, is said to 
dominate amap v E CP(A, M,) if 14 - v/ is completely positive forsome 
constant A. Those maps dominated by 4 are characterized as Ir*T?rV where 
T is a positive el ment ofthe commutant $A)‘. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let $ E S, be fixed and suppose that w E S, is the norm 
limit of a sequence ($k )F=, of completely positive maps dominated by$. Then 
there xists a sequence {w,,}?=, of unital completely positive maps dominated 
by 4 and converging in norm to v/. 
Proof Let 4have canonical representation V*nV where V: C” + H is an 
isometry. Thecompletely positive maps dominated by4 all have the form 
V*TnV where T is a positive op rator on H in the commutant (A)’ [1, 
Theorem 1.4.21, and the condition that such a map should be unital is
V*TV= I, or, equivalently, v*(Z - 7) V = 0. For present purposes the 
correct formulation of this condition s to require that I- T be in the 
common kernel ofthe linear functionals cij onX(A)’ defined, forR E n(A)‘, 
by 
Cij(R) = (R vtj, vti), l<i,j<n. 
Suppose that he lements of the sequence {$k}r= i have the form 
for T, E n(A)‘. The new sequence will be of the form { v*(T, + RJ nV)r=, 
where Tk + R, is positive in n(A)’ and lim,,, llRkil = 0. There is the 
possibility that he collection {&j}~~j=, is not linearly independent. However 
if R, has been selected so that Z- (Tk + Rk) is in the common kernel ofa 
maximal independent set, hen automatically Z - (T, + Rk) is in the common 
kernel ofall the linear functionals and o v*(Tk + RJ nV will be unital. It 
may be assumed, then, that {<ij}y,j= I spans an n2-dimensional subspace ofthe 
dual of n(A)‘. Since all n*-dimensional complex Banach spaces are iso- 
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morphic, and in particular isomorphic to 1,(n’), there exists a constant C so 
that, for all scalars ,Uij EC, 
Case 1. Suppose that here exists a constant M >0 so that T, 2 MI for 
all k. Fix an integer k and write 
&ij = cj(Z - T,). 
Observe that, for all i,j, 
IEijl=I(V*(Z-T/c) vrj,C)I=l((u/(e)-9k(e))rj,ri)I 
Gllvl-hll 
since v is unital. Then, for all scalars ruij E c, 
GIlW-4kIl c ll$, PijCijil* 
By Helly’s theorem [4; 9, p. 2311, there xists L,E n(A)’ such that 
llLkll < 2CII I// - hll satisfying 
Cij(Lk) = &ij) 1 <i,j<n. 
Accordingly Z - (Tk + L,J is in the common kernel of([ij}yJ= i . Since, for 
all X E n(A)‘, 
CijCx*) = Cji @T7 
the common kernel isself-adjoint and so contains Z - (T, + R,J where R, = 
@k + Gw. 
If N is chosen so large that 
for k> N, then 
and so {tyk};PzN, where 
vk =f’-*(T, + Rk)nv, 
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is a sequence of completely positive unital maps dominated by 0 and 
converging in norm to VI. 
Case 2. In general no such constant M need exist. However, for any 
E > 0, the sequence {(1 - E) $k + e#)T=, converges innorm to the unital 
map( 1 - E)W + EQ, and the associated sequence (( 1- s)Tk + sZ}~=, from 
n(A)’ is bounded by EZ. The first case can then be applied, with M = E, to the 
new sequence, and a simple limit argument completes the proof. 
Remark 2.2. Instead of working with the full commutant n(A)’ Helly’s 
theorem could have been applied to the normed linear subspace span {T,, 
T,,...,} in which case each R, would have been a finite real linear 
combination C;Fi aikTi. This is clear for span {I, T,, T*,...,} since only the 
values of ([ij}~~j=, on (I- Tk}re, are of interest. To see that he identity 
may be removed, observe that 
lim Cij(Tk) = Cij(Z), 
k-m 
1 <i,j<n, 
so that he sets of linear dependencies among the linear functionals {[ij}y,j , 
on span {T,, T, ,..., } and span{Z, T, , T, ,..., } are equal. 
In fact his can be sharpened further byobserving that amaximal indepen- 
dent subset of {iij}~,j=l on span{T,, T, ,..., } will be independent o  span {T, , 
T * ,***, T,}for some sufficiently large integer q,in which case the sequence 
(Rk}pE, may be chosen from this finite dimensional subspace ofn(A)‘. 
It is now possible togive a description of the norm closed faces of S,. 
First the special case of a norm closed face corresponding to one element of 
S, must be considered and the general case will follow easily from this. For 
an element 4 E S, let Face(#) denote the smallest face of S, containing 4 
while Face(B,) denotes the smallest face of the state space of A 0 M, 
containing 8,. It follows from [ 3, Lemma 4.11 that he smallest norm closed 
face containing or is the norm closure ofFace(t9,). Denote by G the norm 
closure ofa subset G. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 4 E S,. Then Face($) is the smallest norm closed 
face of S, containing 4, and equals S,n Face(0,). 
ProoJ Some observations are immediate. S, n Face(B,) isa norm closed 
face of S, containing #J, and thus containing Face(d). Therefore itsuffices to 
show that Face@) contains S,n Face(B,). To this end consider anelement 
of S, n’Face(0,). This may be regarded asan element v/E S, which is the 
norm limit of a sequence of(possibly non-unital) completely positive maps 
(#k}F=l dominated by4. By Theorem 2.1 this equence may be replaced bya 
sequence ( vk}pz, of unital completely positive maps dominated by d and 
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which are thus in Face($). Consequently w E Face@) and the result is
proved. 
THEOREM 2.4. The norm closed faces of S, are precisely those of the 
form S, n G where G is a norm closed face of the state space SAfxM, of 
A@M,. 
Prooj: The non-trivial partof the theorem is to show that every norm 
closed face of S, arises in this manner. Let F be such aface. Let Face(B,-) be 
the smallest face of SAW” containing F, whereupon Face(&) is the smallest 
norm closed face of S AOM, containing F [3, Corollary 4.71. If it can be 
established t atF contains Face(&) n S,, then the result will be proved. 
Accordingly consider v E Face(t9,) n S,which is the norm limit of a 
sequence {We}?=, from Face(B,). Then each wk is dominated bya unital 
completely positive map #k from F, and hence all are dominated by
4 = CF=, 2-k#k which is in F since F is norm closed. Consequently 
19,~ E Face(B,), for all k > 1, and so v E Face(B,)n S, which equals 
Face(#) byTheorem 2.3. Hence wE F and F contains Face(B,) n S,. 
The following result shows that S,, in its facial structure, exhibits 
behavior similar to that of the state space of a C*-algebra. 
COROLLARY 2.5. The norm closure ofa face in S, is again aface. 
ProojI Let F be a face of S, and consider the face generated in SAOM,, 
Face(B,). By [3, Corollary 4.71 Face(B,) is anorm closed face of S,,” and 
so Face(&) n S, is a norm closed face of S, containing F, and hence F. 
Consider v E Face(&) n S,. There xists a equence (~k}~! i converging  
norm to v/, each element ofwhich is dominated by a corresponding element 
#k E F. Set $ = cr!, 2-k#k E S,, and let V?cV be the canonical represen- 
tation f4. Then each wk may be expressed by 
where Tk is a positive op rator in n(A)‘. From Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2 
there exists a fixed integer q and a sequence of self-adjoint operators {Rk}pz, 
from span{ T,, Tz ,..., T,}satisfying, for k> 1, 
v*(T, + Rk) v= I,,, Fli llRkll = 0. 
Each #k may be expressed as pM,xV with Mk E n(A)‘- and FM, V = I,, 
and by compactness there exists a positive number K so that K CT=, Mi is 
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larger than any self-adjoint operator in the unit ball of span{ T,, Tz,..., T,}. 
Define &: A -+ M,, for k> 1, by 
Then t&(e) = I, and w; is completely positive since 
T, +R, + liRkllK % M,>O. 
i=l 
The sequence ivblE, is dominated by the sequence 
it1 + 41p’(4k + CT=1 4i)l?=l f rom F and so I& E F. It follows from the fact 
that lim,,, llRkll = 0that 
hn II v- will = 0, 
k-m 
and so w E F, completing theproof. 
The techniques which apply to norm closed faces may also be used to 
study those which are closed inthe w*-topology. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let F be a w*-closed face of S,. Then Face(B,), the
smallest norm closed face of S, ,zMn containing F, is w*-closed. 
proof. Let MJacA be a net from Face(B,) converging  the w*- 
topology toa completely positive map 0. It is enough to show that 
4 E Face(0,). FixE > 0, and consider the set B of pairs (N, r) where N is a 
finite subset (e, a, ,..., a,} of A containing theidentity, and r> 0. This et 
may be partially ordered bysetting (N, r,) < (N,, r2) if and only if N, C N, 
and r2<r,. 
For ,8 = (N, r) E B pick asubsequence {#k}pz, from {dn}as,, o that, for 
all aE N, 
Choose wk E F to dominate #k, and observe that w= cp=, 2-kvk iS an 
element of F which dominates the whole sequence {#k}F=r. If w has 
canonical representation v*zV,then, for each k, there exists Tk E z(A)’ such 
that 
(1 - E) tik + EW = P+TkzV, 
and T, > EZ since (1 - E) @k + EV > EW. Following the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
there exists a equence { r~~)p! I ofcompletely positive maps dominated by w 
with the following properties: 
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rjk(e) = lim (1 - E) #i(e) + &W(e) = (1 - s) 4(e) + &I,, 
i+m 
(ii) For each aE N, 
lim qk(a) = (1 - e) g(a) +&V(a). 
k-m 
Now define p.to be an element qkfrom the sequence, where k is so large 
that 
I&3@> - (1 -E) #(a) - w(a)l < r (2.1) 
for aE N. By compactness a ubnet of{poJoEB converges in the w*-topology 
to p, which evidently satisfies 
lb-(1 -&)4II<& 
from (2.1) above. If it can be shown that pE Face(B,), then it will follow 
that 4E Face(B,), since E was arbitrary. 
Choose p,, E B, and observe that since po, is an element ofFace(&), there 
exist 1 E (0, 1) and a completely positive mapq E Face(0,) such that 
4.&+ (1 -A)VEF. 
Property (i) implies that LpD -t (1 - A) ?) is a unital completely positive map
for all /I EB, and hence 
Qpo +(1 - 1) v E F. 
By hypothesis F w*-closed an so 
++(l-A)qEF. 
Thus pE Face(0,) and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2.7. The w*-closed faces of S, are precisely those of the form 
S, n G where G is a w*-closed face of SAWn. In addition each w*-closed 
face of S, may be expressed as{ 4 E S, 18,(p) = 0) where p is a lower semi- 
continuous projection n A** @ M, . 
Proof If G is a w*-closed face of SAW”, then S, n G is a w*-closed face 
of S,. Conversely if F is a w*-closed face of S,, set G equal to Face(0,). 
From Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.3, G is a w*-closed face of SAW, and 
F=S,nG. 
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The second statement i  the theorem follows from the identification of w*- 
closed faces in S, xiM and lower 
(A f&M,{)** =A** @4’[3,6]. 
semi-continuous projections i  
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let A = C{ 1, 2,..., n)the algebra ofcontinuous f nctions 
on an n-point space. Any completely positive unital map 0: A + M, may be 
written #cf) = xi=, f(k) A,, where A,>0 in M, and CI:-,Ak=IZ. Any 
positive linear functional 0 onA @ M, may be written 8 = xi= i a,@ B, 
where 8, is a positive linear functional o  M,. There xist positive op rators 
B, E M, so that e,(C) = Tr(B,C) for all C E M,. Let 4 be the completely 
positive map: A -+ M, associated with 8. Then 
Q(f)ij = w 0 Eij) 
= 9 f(k)Tr(B,E,) 
k=l 
so 
W-> = 5 f(k) B:. 
k=l 
Thus a positive linear functional t? onA @M, corresponds to a unital 
completely positive mapif and only if e[f;,] = xi= i Tr[B,[&(k)]], where 
c;=, B, =I,. 
A projection P E A @M, may be viewed as n projections P, ,..., P, E M, 
by evaluating P at 1, 2,..., n  Consider the possibility thata completely 
positive map4 could be annihilated by P,i.e., B(P) = 0. This happens ifand 
only if JJ;=, Tr(B,P,) = 0and since all matrices in the sum are positive, this
is equivalent to B,P, = 0 for 1 <k < n. Therefore, a projection P 
corresponds to a non-empty face in S, if and only if there exist positive 
operators B, <Z -P, so that C;! i B, = I,. In particular, if P = (Pk}i!, 
where ach P, corresponds to the same non-trivial projection, then P is non- 
trivial butcorresponds to the mpty face of S,. As another consequence, in 
this case .a completely positive mapb(f) = xi=, f(k) A, generates S,,i.e., 
Face(#) = S,, if and only if all the AL’s are invertible. 
In the following section a certain class of faces will be described which 
admit asimple r presentation in erms of projections. 
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3. MATRICIALLY CONVEX FACES 
Let $i : A -+ M,, 1 < i <p, be a collection of completely positive maps and 
let {Bi}fz, bea set of n x n matrices. Then a completely positive map
Cf=, BT4,B, may be defined onA by 
(,$ BT#iBi)(a) = $, BT$i(U)Bi 
for all aEA. A subset F of S, is called matriciully convex [ 1, 51 if 
C;=, BT#,B, E F w h enever Qi E F, 1 < i <p, and Cf=, BTBi = I,. Notice 
that matricially convex sets are convex in the usual sense. Inthis ection a 
one-to-one correspondence between matricially convex faces in S, and faces 
in S, will be established. Recall that a completely positive unital map 
(d :A + M, may be represented as an n x n matrix [O,], Oij EA*, where 
15’~~ E S,for 1< i < n [7, Sect. 61. 
If F is a subset ofS,, let p denote he subset ofS, consisting of all states 
which appear onthe diagonals of elements of F, while if G is a subset ofS,, 
let G denote he subset ofS, consisting of all elements with diagonal entries 
from G. 
LEMMA 3.1. If F is a mutriciully convex face of S,, then F is a face of 
s,* 
Proof. First consider the convexity of l? If 8,) 0, E F, then there exist 
(5, = [e,], $2 = [vii] SOthat 8, = e,, and 8, = vss for some integers I and s. 
Let U be a unitary n x n matrix which interchanges th  r and s basis 
elements. Then the (r, r) entry of 14, + (1 - 1) U*$,U is JO, + (1 - A) 0, 
and so M, + (1 - 1) e2 E p by the matricial convexity of F. 
Now suppose that 8E P and 8 = +(e, + 0,). There xists 4 = [O,] EF so 
that 6’= O,, for some integer r. Let {Ei,}y,j=, denote he set of matrix units 
for 44,. Then Cj’=, Ez#Erj EF since cj”=, E$E, = I,, and this element is
easily seen to be the diagonal matrix 8 @ I,. Since 
and F is a face, itfollows that 8,) O2 E i? 
LEMMA 3.2. If G is a face of S,, then 6 is a mutricially convex face of 
S n’ 
Proof: It follows immediately from the definitions that G is a face of S,, 
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and it only remains to show that 6 is matricially convex. For a completely 
positive map 4 = ]@,I define 
Clearly Tr d E S, whenever 4E S, and it is easy to show that 
G= (#ES,,:Tr#EG). 
A short computation shows that, for any unitary matrix, 
Tr(U*qW) = Tr 0 
and so U*#U E e whenever 4E e. In order to show that 6 is matricially 
convex it suffkes toconsider combinations f the form 
since the more general matricially convex expression will reduce to this by 
applying the polar decomposition. Suppose then that Qi E G, Bi > 0, 
Cp=, Bf = I,, . In th e ordering ofcompletely positive maps 
2 B,$,B,< 2 Bi#jBi 
i=l i.j= 1 
and so 
Tr k Biq5iBi < Tr 2 B,.#I~B~ 
i=l (.,,=I 
since Tr Bi#jBi = Tr #jBy and x7=, Bf = I,,. Now (l/p) u=, Tr #j E G, by 
assumption, and since G is a face, Tr Cy=, BiQiBi E G. Hence 
C~= 1 Bi#iBi E G’. 
LEMMA 3.3. (i) If F is a matricially convex face of S, , then 2 = F. 
(ii) If G is a face of S,, then G = G. 
Proof (i) It is immediate from the definitions that F c f, and only the 
reverse inclusion need be demonstrated. It will be shown by induction k 
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that F contains those lements of3 with at most k non-zero off-diagonal 
entries. To begin the induction with k= 0, observe that adiagonal element of
F” has the form 
-+ Eii(ei @ I,) Eii 
,r, 
for 13~ E Z? As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, 8,. @I, E F so 
C;=, Eii(Bi @ I,) Eii E F. 
Now consider anelement # = [19,] E F” with at most k non-zero off- 
diagonal entries. Pick one of these, say 8,,. The completely positive map$ 
may be expressed in the form V*rrV where R: A -t B(H) and V : C”+ H is 




-K, j= r. 
Then 4(v*xV + W?rW) E fl, since it has the same diagonal as4, and has 
fewer than k non-zero off-diagonal entries. From the induction hypothesis 
i(v*7cV + VXW) E F, and so $5 F. The proof is complete. 
(ii) It is immediate hat if c G. On the other hand if 0 E G, then 
eaz,E G SO that eE G. 
These lemmas may be combined inthe following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.4. The operation F -+ I? establishes a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between matricially convex faces’of S,and faces of S,. The inverse 
operation isgiven by G -+ e for a face G of S, . 
The topologies on these convex sets behave well under this correspon- 
dence. For example itis easily proved that amatricially convex face F in S, 
is w*-closed (respectively norm-closed) if and only if P in S, is w*-closed 
(respectively norm closed). In fact the following result isimmediate. 
COROLLARY 3.5. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
projections in A** and norm closed matricially convex faces in S, given by 
p + ($ E S, : $(p) = O}. The projection p islower semi-continuous if andonly 
if the associated face is w*-closed. 
4. RELATIONS BETWEEN S, AND S, 
In this ection, additional results on completely positive maps and matrix 
ranges are obtained. Central tothese results is the correspondence between 
completely positive maps on a C*-algebra A and positive linear functionals 
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on the tensor p oduct space A @ M,. The first result points out the relation 
between the decomposition of bounded linear functionals by states and the 
decomposition of bounded linear maps by completely positive maps. The 
following result has been obtained by different m thods in[IO]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be a C-algebra nd L : A + M, any bounded 
linear map. Then L is a linear combination of four (not necessarily unital) 
completely positive maps. 
Proof Under the map-functional identification L + t9,, itis readily seen 
that BL is a bounded linear functional  A 0 M,. Thus 0, may be written as 
a linear combination, say 0, = Ciai6,, offour positive linear functionais. By 
appealing to this correspondence once again, one obtains the decomposition 
L = Ci aitii where ach #i is a completely positive map. 
The next result shows that matrix ranges are really determined by a 
certain collection of numerical r nges. For a fixed positive n x nmatrix A let 
w,,(a,A) = {WI4 :A +M, is completely positive, Q( )=A 1. 
In particular, W”(a, I,) is just W,(a) (see [11). The following lemma will be 
needed. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let a and b be elements ofF-algebras A and B, respec- 
tively. Then W,(a) equals W,,(b) tfand only if W,,(a, T)equals W,,(b, T)for 
all TEMZ. 
Proof The proof of one direction is immediate. Forthe reverse direction, 
assume that W,(a) and W,(b) are equal. Let T be an arbitrary element of
A4: with P the projection onto the range of T. There xists anS E MT so 
that STS = P where S= T-l” on the range of T. If #(a) E W,(a, T), then 
the element $$(a) S+ e(a) P’ is in W,,(a) where 8 is a state on A. By 
assumption there exists a (unital) completely positive mapw so that W(b) =
S4(a) S + B(a) P-. Thus T”‘y/(b) T’12 = #(a) and it follows that W,(a, T) E 
W,(b, T). The reverse inclusion s proved similarly. 
THEOREM 4.3. W,,(a) = W,,(b) ifand only if 
W,((Aij) + a0 olij)) = W,((lij> + b0 @ii)) 
for all (Ajj), cuij) E M, . 
Proof. Let 4be a (unital) completely positive mapwith ed the associated 
state. Then [#(a)lu = n@,(a @E,,) and [$(e)lij = n8,(e @ I??,~). The forward 
implication f llows directly from [7, Corollary 3.31. For the reverse 
implication, suppose that e,((A,) + a@ olij)) = a. Then the associated 
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completely positive map 4 satisfies $(e) = T for some T E MJ . From 
Lemma 4.2, there is a completely positive mapw such that v/(e) = T and 
v(b) = #(a). If 8, denotes the associated state, itfollows that e,((~,) + 
b 0 oltj)> = e,((Ai,> + a 0 cUii)>. 
As is well known [3, 61, for a C*-algebra A there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between w*-closed faces of S, , the lower semi-continuous 
projections of A **, and the left ideals J of A. The correspondence is this: for 
a given left ideal J, F = { 0 E S, : e(J n A ‘) = 0) where A+ is the positive 
cone of A while for agiven face F, J = (x: 8(x*x) = 0 for all 8E F}. The 
correspondence between faces in S, and projections n A** is F = { 0 in 
S, : B(P) = 0). Related tothe above is the result ofDixmier [2]. Namely, 
given a state 8 with associated left ideal J (i.e., J = {x : 8(x*x) = 0)) 6’ is 
pure if and only if J+ J* = ker 8. However, aswill be shown, this result no
longer holds true for extreme unital completely positive maps. This eems to 
indicate that here may be no natural connection between faces of S, and 
projections n A**. 
Let A be a C*-algebra, 4 : A + M, and o(u) = V%(u) V for all aEA. If 4
is a unital extreme point, itwas shown in [7] that 72 = @l=, pi where ach pi 
is irreducible and r < n*. In fact write 7c= Of:, pi where r’ < r and the pi are 
mutually inequivalent (some pi are possibly no longer i reducible). Thus each 
p, has the form @f% I xi with associated Hilbert spaces Hi, i = l,..., r,. If R V 
denotes the range of V let Wi = PH,(R V), i= l,..., r, where P,, denotes the 
orthogonal projection onto Hi. Set W = span{ WI,..., W,.}. Next suppose 
t$z’l= 0 so that P,,n(u) PRv = 0. Let 9, = n(u) RV and set Yi = PHi(9(u)) 
,*.-, ra. Finally set Y,,, = span{ Yi ,..., Yr }. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For u given extremul unitul completely positive map 
4 = ?%V with associated ideal J, ker 4 = J + J* if and only if W, 1 Ya,, 
for all a E ker $ and all Y,,, corresponding to reducible subrepresentutions 
p, of n=O;l,pi. 
Remark. Of course for any completely positive map$, ker q4 3 J + s”. 
Based on this proposition it isnot hard to display unital completely 
positive extreme points d for which ker 43 J + J*. 
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